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consisting of a Secretary of State, the Chancellor of the
Exchequer, and four Privy Councillors: this body had
complete charge of civil, military, and financial matters.
In India the administration was committed to the Governor-
General and his subordinate Presidents, each assisted by a
Council. All these were to be appointed by the Crown, at
whose pleasure they held their office. The supremacy of
the Governor-General over the Presidents of Bombay and
Madras was again asserted, and measures were included to
Pitt's India prevent  extortion  by  Company  officials.    An  Amending
bui, 1784. ^ct^ passe(i in 1786, made it impossible for the Council to
paralyse the action of the Governor, as had happened when
Hastings was in India. The India Bill of 1784 made the
English Government responsible for the political administra-
tion of those parts which were under British control, and
in affairs of state it left the Company completely under the
authority of the English Ministry. At the same time the
actual details of administration in India still remained in
the hands of the Company officials, and the Company
retained the unrestricted management of trade. This dual
control in India lasted until 1858. Thus the Government
The begin- admitted its responsibility to the Indian peoples. Burke
ur§e(i that " a11 political power which is set over men . . .
ought to be in some way or other exercised ultimately for
subjects. their benefit/' and in 1800 the officials of the Company were
informed that " they were to regard themselves no longer
as the agents of a commercial concern but as the ministers
and officers of a powerful Sovereign charged with sacred
trusts for the good government of British India and the
prosperity and happiness of its people/'1 Here perhaps
may be seen indications of a new attitude of mind on the
part of the Imperial Government towards its subjects.
The Select Committee of the House of Commons in 1812
publicly declared its pride in the extension to India of
" that sense of protection and assurance of justice which is
the efficient spring of all public prosperity and happiness/1
and in the establishment of " a domestic administration
more just in its principles and exercised with far greater
1 Coupland, Amer, Revol. and Brit. Emp.> pp. 193 and 194.

